
1st Quarter
Leeds A started their league campaign on Saturday against a Rotherham side who have won
their 1st 2 games. It was a fast start from both teams with pressure at both ends of the pitch. 1st
real chance lands to Charlie Dees, his shot from inside the box just wide of the post. Leeds
apply more pressure, Leon Wyleszinki attacks down the right hand side and is fouled from
behind just outside the box giving Leeds a free kick. Charlie Dees steps up to take it and
smashes it into the bottom left hand corner. Great strike to give Leeds a 1-0 lead. With Leeds
leading the game Rotherham up there intensity and get very tenacious in their play, with Jaiden
Lund on the receiving end of a few late challenges he manages to maintain command of the
midfield. Nevan Maguire working hard up front and Toby Gray and Jude Hickson outstanding at
the back , Leeds finished the 1st quarter with a 1-0 lead.

2nd Quarter
Leeds started well with Logan Stancliffe up and down the pitch breaking up Rotherhams attacks.
Leeds get their 1st chance with Denis Pacejs outfoxing the Rotherham defence and creating a
chance shot just wide. With the game still very gutsy, Leeds defended solidly with Sam Bartlett,
Myles Emmett brilliantly taking control of things at the back. As Rotherham look to find a way
through they resort to using the long ball but with Oliver Garbutt in goal he is too smart for that
and is commanding his area and coming off his line well. Rotherham get a chance but Oliver
makes a great save. The Leeds defenders look calm and composed at the back. It looks like it
will take something special for Rotherham to get a goal today. Leeds go on the attack again with
Charlie Dees and Denis Pacejs go in close just having shots just wide of the post. As the 2nd
quarter draws to a close it’s still scrappy with Leeds still in control.

3rd Quarter
As the 3rd quarter begins Josh Tiurner-Fielder  works hard in midfield to create some chances
and is battling hard when Leeds dont have the ball , With Leeds trying to play Rotherham are
closing them down quickly ; it's very compact in the middle of the pitch Ben Sumpner trying to
make things happen for Leeds and Nevan Maguire holding things together up top Leeds are still
in control. Jaiden Lund wins the ball in midfield and strikes it just wide of the post. It's still a
gutsy game with Leeds trying to play and Logan Stancliffe up and down the pitch showing bags
of energy. Rotherham hustling trying to catch Leeds over the top but with Oliver Garbutt in goal
and Myles Emmett commanding the back they have no luck. 10 minutes to go and it's getting
nervy for Leeds as Rotherham look to try to salvage the game. Leon Wyleszinki and Nevan
Maguire worked up and down the pitch keeping Rotherham at bay from the front . Josh
Tiurner-Fielder and Ben Sumpner are everywhere  both take control of their individual battles
and are  trying to make things happen for Leeds. All the Leeds players gave it their all to see
this through to the end, the defence outstanding today , The game ends 1-0 win to Leeds with
Leeds showing great resilience from a tenacious Rotherham side and to come out very worthy
brilliant winners. There confidence was very good today too.


